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Back to the future!

Remembering the design icons of the 1950s.  
Nowadays classic pieces of mauser furniture are coveted collectors’ items. 

Connoisseurs pay top prices for it. Although more than 50 years old, mauser’s barrel-style furniture dating from the  
‘Economic Miracle’ years is now regarded as a financial investment that can be showcased in an office or living room 
like a work of art. mauser continues to base its approach on this philosophy of enduring values. Steel [with its benefits 
and USPs] is ideally qualified as a material to resurrect this traditional idea of premium quality.
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Space for ideas. 

Storage [space] for supreme power of innovation. 
element.x 

element.x provides solutions to the New Work Generation’s flexibility needs. As a modular system it enables reversible 
structures to be created throughout any building, ranging from receptions via offices through to meeting points. element.x 
can be used for layout purposes to create either screening or unobstructed visual axes. It can be a monolithic structure or 
meander in a continuous line through any space. element.x provides a wide range of fascinating architectural solutions 
that add an X-factor to interior design. element.x provides architects and space planners with an exciting spectrum of 
new options. Not only from a creative and visually expressive point of view, but also in functional terms of being able to 
meet even the most challenging and complex of requirements.
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Space for Visitors.

Consistent design. 
First impressions count ... 

element.x plays a corporate calling card role and provides a great reception. The double unit with a width of 
770 mm creates its own spatial aesthetics by accentuating its lines in the horizontal plane. The eye-catching 
rear panel design provides you with the latitude to be creative. By featuring complementary wood or glass 
details, element.x is able to dovetail with the material concept of the ambient architecture. From display  
cabinet to coffee table the system adds distinct design consistency to any space.
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Space for the Patient.

Waiting at its finest.
element.x

Non-enclosed cubes grouped together as a coffee table with newspaper shelves and decorative wall 
details let your eyes wander and so “visually” make waiting times pass by faster. element.x enables 
the highest standards of quality and design to be actioned down to the last detail. The double-walled 
carcases are precision-mitred. Chromed corner piping gives them a distinctive visual identity. When 
units are stacked, these corner connectors form a visually striking ‘x’, which gives the system its name. 
A minimalist design vocabulary that makes a premium-quality statement! 
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Space for Trend-Setters.

Providing guidance. 
A departure from what you see every day. 

element.x gives the routes that people take every day a makeover. Alternating colour-contrast details in 
an arcade-style configuration provide spatial orientation. Aisle-facing workstations are screened by the 
staggered arrangement of the columns without being deprived of light.
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Space for Personalities. 

A sense of elegance and class. 
element.x provides accentuation. 

As a “suspended”, wall-mounted highboard, element.x gives any space a sense of effortlessness and 
elegance. Here streamlined profiles and subtle lines, which only steel can deliver, are particularly 
expressive. Optional colour contrasts between the units’ inner and outer surfaces provide fascinating  
surprises.
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Space for Those in the Know.

Knowledge is power.
element.x joins in.

The latest magazines, up-to-date literature, the most important reference books – all to hand when you 
need to research a topic quickly. As for example in this central library. A visual expression of modern 
knowledge management. Designed as a three-dimensional structure that oversteps the boundaries of 
what is commonplace.
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Space for Realists.

Open space for interdisciplinary teams. 

The shapes and colours of the element.x range add structure and rhythm to any space. It functions as a 
screen/partition in any open space, allowing team members to concentrate on their work and provides 
rapid-access storage space at each workstation. Well-designed spaces with a high standard of amenity 
quality and privacy generate a greater sense of motivation and esteem within the office environment.
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Space for Team Players.

Dynamics in the office. 
Nothing beats a personal conversation.

element.x is the perfect communication tool for spontaneously arranged informal meetings in small groups. 
Featuring mobile details such as stools or benches with felt cushions, it enables people to get down to business 
quickly. Irrespective of whether it’s at your desk or in the space in the centre of the office, element.x is an 
invitation to share ideas. The system approach allows for a meeting point, storage space and workstation to 
be configured in one functional unit.
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Space for the Avantgarde.

An immensely innovative idea. 
element.x

A monolithic spatial sculpture based on the root concept of the cube provides a wide range of usage options: 
it can be a structure in a high-ceiling reception area where you can attractively showcase your products, it 
can serve as storage [space] for mailboxes and personal lockers in open-space and non-territorial offices or 
as a roofed-over retreat in a library or readers’ corner. Be inspired!
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Space for Lateral Thinkers.

Spontaneous meetings. 
In the middle of any open-plan office.

A personal conversation often saves on protracted digital dialogue. element.x is the perfect item of  
communication furniture for spontaneously arranged short meetings in small groups. It can function as 
storage, meeting point, quiet zone and workstation at the same time. It also provides seating, when  
kitted out with felt cushions in a range of different colours.
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Space for Individualists.

Abiding values. 
At home as well. 

A classically elegant item of furniture retains its value over the course of many years. Its quality, its 
styling, its sophistication make it the expression of a quite particular philosophy of life. The simple  
elegance of element.x appeals.
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Space for Enthusiasts.

Traditional and modern. 
A perfect match.

element.x is designed by mauser’s in-house creative team. It exudes self-confidence. It blends in or stands 
out. It never imposes yet at the same time never allows itself to be elbowed out. That’s why element.x 
and collectors’ items, such as the legendary mauser barrel desk, are always a perfect match.
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 Mauser Einrichtungssysteme GmbH & Co. KG
3 Western Close
Dover, Kent
CT17 9DW

 phone +44 [0] 1304 729972
mobil +49 [0] 151 14806048
info@element-x.de
www.element-x.de/en

 Mauser 
Einrichtungs systeme 
is a member of the 
VAUTH-SAGEL Group

Mauser Archive
Mauser Care
Mauser Office
Mauser Tradeelement.x – Factory design by Mauser.


